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X-RAY AND ELECTRON-OPTICAL
CHARACTERIZATION OF ZnTe/CdTe
AND ZnTe/GaAs EPITAΧIAL LAYERS
OBTAINED BY THE MBE METHOD
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X-ray diffraction topography (Bragg diffraction) and X-ray rocking curve
measurements were used to study the perfection and structural properties
of ZnTe epitaxial layers ohs the CdTe and GaAs substrates. ZnTe epitaxial
1ayers on CdTe were grown by MBE method b y using a machine made in the
Institute of Physics of the Pofish Academy of Sciences. The ZnTe layers on
GaAs were produced on the other, factory-made MBE system. The compar-
ison between the X-ray topographical images of the substrate and epitaxial
layer shows that imperfections on the substrate surface cause imperfections
in the epitaxial layer. The results of double-crystal diffractometry measure-
ments show that the perfection of the layer on the GaAs substrate is higher
than that on the CdTe. The presence of microtwining in the ZnTe layer on
the CdTe substrate was confirmed by RHEED measurements. The X-ray
standing wave fluorescent spectra were also measured for the samples.
PACS numbers: 61.10.—i, 61.14.Hg, 68.55.—a

1. Introduction

Production of good quality epitaxial layers based on binary substrates be-
longs to the main trends of botl contemporary sold state physics and semicon-
ductor technology. Therefore, development of diagnostic methods for characteri-
zation of the layer is from this point of view of high importance, and can open
new possibilities for real stucture studies of thin layers. There have been done
numerous papers on semiconductor epitaxial layer structure (see e.g. [1] and ref-
erences therein). However, our knowledge of these problems is still far incomplete,
especially when regarding relatively thick layers.

The aim of this work was to test what information can be reached when ap-
plying various disturbance-free techniques based on X-ray and electron diffraction.
Here, the X-ray topography, the RHEED, the rocking curve measurements, and
also the Zn fluorescence yield excited by XSW wave field were applied to study
the structure of two ZnTe epitaxial layers on various substrates.
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2. Sample preparation

ZnTe (111) epitaxial layers on CdTe (111) were grown b y MBE method by a
machine constructed in the Institute of Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences.
Two effusion cells were used simultaneously as sources of molecular beams —
the ZnTe effnsion cell with the temperature 590°C and Zn effusion cell with the
temperature 340°C. Thus the ΖnΤe growth process took place under excess of Zn
flux. The growth process was interrupted after 20 minutes. Pressure in the chamber
during the process monitored by vacuum gauge was of the order of 10 -6 Pa.
The substrate temperature during the growth process was about 310°C. CdTe
substrate wafer was cut from the crystal produced from vapor phase using modified
Markow method [2], and chemo-mechanically polished in a solution of bromine in
methanol. The thickness of the ZnTe/CdTe epitaxial layer determined from the
X-ray absorption experiments was 4800±300 Α. The interference microscopy gave
the value of about 3000 Α. The discrepancies can be explained when regarding
differences between the two methods.

ZnTe (111) layer on GaAs (111) was produced on the other, commercial
MBE system at the Institute of Crystallography of the Humboldt University in
Berlin. The thickness of the ZnTe/GaAs epitaxial layer was estimated from the
technological parameters to be of about 9500 Α and confirmed by optical measure-
ments.

3. Experimental

•3.1. X-ray opography

X-ray diffraction traverse topography (Bragg diffraction) was used to inves-
tigate ZnTe epitaxial layer on CdTe and Ga As substrates. The topographs were
obtained using the Lang camera with a conventional X-ray source (see Fig. 1A, B).
They were registered on AG FA Gevaert D5 films. Due to a big difference in lattice
constants between CdTe and ZnTe (aCdTe = 0.48 Å, aZnTe = 6.10 Å) and between
GaAs and ΖnΤe (aGaAs = 5.65 Å) it was possible to obtain topography of the
substrate surface and epitaxial layer separately (see Table). The reflection (333)
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(symmetrical diffraction) and (440) (asymmetrical diffraction) for Cu K a1 radia-
tion were used in case of the ZnTe layer on the CdTe substrate and symmetrical
reflection (333) in case of ZnTe layer on the GaAs substrate. The topographs are
shown in Fig. 2a-f. In case of the CdTe substrate only part of the surface was cov-
ered by the ΖnΤe epitaxial layer. The brighter regions visible on the topographs
of the CdTe substrate (Fig. 2a, c) were caused by photoelectric absorption of the
incident and diffracted radiation by the ΖnΤe layer (it should be stressed that
the ZnTe layer gives no contribution to diffraction for these topographs) and by
deformation of the lattice of the substrate caused by presence of the epitaxial layer.

The ΖnΤe epitaxial layers have the same orientation as the substrates. The
images of the layers (Fig. 2b, d, f) are "diffused" because of strains and of slightly
disoriented micrograins present in the layers. Comparison between the images of
the substrate and of die epitaxial layer shows that imperfections on the substrate
surface are inherited by imperfections in the epitaxial layer.

3.2. Study by RHEED

The reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) technique was ap-
plied to characterize the crystal stucture of the ZnTe/CdTe epitaxial film. The
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apparatus used was the EMR-102 diffractometer supplied wwith an electron gun
working at 25 keV and 50 keV. The system was equipped with the precise sample
manipulator that enabled to change the incidence angle Ο of the electron beam
within a very large range and the azimuth angle in the range (0. . . 2r). For the
grazing angle of incidence (θ = 1°) and beam energy mentioned above the RHEED
pattern refers to layers situated at depths of a few nanometers, thus allowing to
observe the structure of the epitaxial layer from the surface to this depth. Figure
3A shows a RHEED pattern taken in the [121] azinuth. The angle of incidence is
Θ = 1° and the energy of electron beam is 50 keV. The diffraction picture reveals
a system of intense Bragg reflections and weak diffraction rings near the direct
beam. Such a picture is characteristic of a monocrystalline stucture with a small
admixture of polycrystalline phase. The broadening of the Bragg spots is due to
twin formation on { 111) planes, as it is evident from Figs. 3B and 3C.

The above conclusions are confirmed by diffraction pictures presented in
Fig. 3B (beam energy 25 keV) and Fig. 3C (beam energy 50 keV). Both the
patterns are taken in the [110] azimuth and at the angle of incidence 0 = 1°.
The diffraction pictures reveal splitting of the Bragg reflections into pairs of spots,
which is characteristic of twin formation on {111} planes. Some small admixture
of polycrystalline phase is also seen.The geometry of the diffraction pattern does
not depend on beam energy (and as a consequence on penetration depth), so
we can conclude that the topmost surface layer is homogeneous in the direction
perpendicular to its surface.

3.3. Rocking curve mcasurements

The rocking curve and XSW measurements of the samples were performed
by precise double-crystal spectrometer with the classical X-ray tube using the Mo
Κ'  radiation and Si (111) monochromator. The rocking curve for the ZnTe/CdTe
is presented in Fig. ΛΑ, and it arises from the substrate (see Fig. 1C for explana-
tion). It is evidently broader than expected for the ideal crystal (about 5 times).
At its higher-angle side there exists also an additional stucture, placed about
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15 seconds of arc from the main peak. Assuming that the experimental rocking
curve is composed of two peaks similar in shape, we can estimate the intensity
of the second peak as less than 20 percent of the main peak. The general shape
and width of the curve reflects a large density of defects and strains in the lattice,
probably due to interface creation with significant lattice mismatch between ZnTe
and CdTe. The rocking curve from the epitaxial layer was very diffused and weak
for this sample, and it is not reported here. The rocking curve for the ZnTe/GaAs
comes from the epitaxial layer itself (see Fig. 1D). It is shown in Fig. 5 (solid line).
Although its width is also higher than in ideal crystal it is narrower comparing to
that one for the previous sample. Its shape is "smooth" without any pronounced
secondary structure. It can suggest a higher level ordering in the layer. The flu-
orescence yield excited with the XSW wave field was also recorded at the same
time with the rocking curves by the Si:Li detector. The problems of interpretation
of the XSW spectra will be discussed later.

4. Discussion of results and conclusions

The comparison between the X-ray toρpograρhical images of the substrate and
epitaxial layer shows that imperfections of the epitaxiah layer are inherited from
imperfections on the substrate surface. The results of double-crystal diffractometry
measurements show that the perfection of the layer on GaAs substrate is higher
than that on CdTe. The presence of microtwining in the ZnTe/CdTe sample was
confirmed by RHEED measurements. The ZnTe/CdTe rocking curve is evidently
broadened with respect to the theoretical one. A pronounced structure on its
higher-angle side, of about 15" of arc from the main maximum is observed. It can
suggest that the signals from at least two regions differing with lattice constant
and/or ordering are superimposed. It is probable that the smaller component of
the rocking curve arises from the intermediate layer created near the substrate
surface.
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The fluorescence yield excited with the XSW wave fleld was also recorded
at the same time with the rocking curves by the Si:Li detector. however, the in-
terpretation of the spectra for the samples investigated in this work is practically
impossible, and the spectra themselves are not reported here. There are important
differences in creation of the XSW signal between the two samples in our measure-
ments. It is explained schematically in Fig. 1C, D. For the ZnTe/CdTe sample the
XSW wave fleld is created entirely in the substrate layer having, as a consequence,
periodicity of this layer. This wave field excites then the Zn atoms, which are po-
sitioned in the upper layer. Because of about 4% mismatch in lattice parameters
between the substrate and the ZnTe layer, the XSW wave field is incommensurate
with the nodal positions of the epitaxial layers. In case of the ZnTe/GaAs sample
measurements both the XSW wave field and the fluorescence from Zn atoms are
created in the same epitaxial layer. No mismatch between the XSW wavelength
and lattice constant is expected for this sample, which could simplify the problem
of interpretation. It should be stressed that both layers containing the Zn atoms
were thick enough to average the XSW fluorescent signal.

It has been proven that in such complicated physical situation an attempt of
numerical modelling based on a simple XSW algorithm described elsewhere [3, 4]
fails. Although in botl cases the fitting algorithm gives some concrete results for
the Zn atomic positions and amounts of colerent fractions, they disagree with
expectations based on structural models for the crystals, which assume that sig-
nificant amount of Zn atoms should occupy their nodal positions. In addition, the
fitting procedure was not able to distinguish among various, even very different
positions and coherent fractions.

It has been shown that complementary studies with the use of X-ray and
electron diffraction methods performed in this work for the ZnTe GIBE epitaxial
layers on two various substrates enable us the more complete characterization of
their structure. The comparison between the X-ray topographical images of the
substrate and epitaxial layer shows that imperfections on the substrate surface
cause imperfections in the epitaxial layer. The results of double-crystal diffrac-
tometry measurements show that the perfection of the layer on GaAs substrate is
higher than that on CdTe. The presence of microtwining in ZnTe layer on CdTe
substrate has been confirmed by RHEED measurements. The interpretation of the
XSW fluorescent spectra, measured for the samples, was found to be very difficult.
Two of the most important reasons were the complexity of physical situation in the
samples and insufficient statistics of the measurements due to small brightness of
the conventional X-ray source. It seems that applying of the synchrotron radiation
for such studies would provide spectra of much better quality, and it would give
a possibility to precise from the models of atomic positions distribution and their
coherent fractions.
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